Navigating the dictionary

1. Odd Words Out
   In the questions below, three words belong to the given topic and one does not. Circle the word which you think is the odd one out in each question.

   a) a drink
      sack  potion  darnel  drench

   b) clothing
      hempen  frippery  worsted  tarry

   c) animals
      eanling  jennet  howlet  hilding

   d) a dance
      coranto  Hoppedance  round  lavolta

   e) fighting
      foin  dry-beat  fantastico  fox

2. Possible Meanings
   In the questions below, three words give you a possible meaning of the word given in the question and one does not. Circle the answer for each of the questions below.

   a) fordo or foredo
      exhaust  predict  kill  ruin

   b) out
      angry  finished  fully  frustrated

   c) proper
      understood  personal  characteristic  good-looking

   d) quit
      reward  avenge  forgive  stab

   e) vile
      degrading  pure  shameful  of humble birth